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HORSE BREED CODES
AN ................Andalusian
AP ................Appaloosa
AR ................Arabian
AS ................American Sport Horse
AT ................Akhal Teke
AW ...............American Warmblood
AZ ................Azteca
BA ................Spanish Barb
BE ................Belgian
CB ................Cleveland Bay
CL ................Clydesdale
CO................Connemara Pony
CR ................Criollo
CU ................Curly
DA ................Danish Warmblood
DO................Donkey, Ass, Burro
HA ................Half Andalusian
HF ................Haflinger
HH ................Hackney Horse
HN ................Hanoverian
HO................Holsteiner

HP ............ Hackney Pony
HU ............ Hungarian
IP .............. Icelandic
IS .............. International Sport Horse
KI .............. Kiang
KU ............ Kulan
LI .............. Lippazaner
MA ............ Mangalarga
MF ............ Missouri Foxtrotter
MB ............ Moroccan Barb
MH............ Morgan Horse
MI ............. Miniature Horse
MO ........... Mongolian Domestic Horse
NF ............ Norwegian Fjord
NS ............ National Show Horse
NT ............ North American Trakehner
OL ............ Oldenburg
ON ............ Onager
PF............. Paso Fino
PI .............. Performance Horse Int’l
PN ............ Percheron

PP ...........Peruvian Paso
PT ...........Paint Horse
PW ..........Polish Warmblood
PZ ...........Przewalski
QH ..........Quarter Horse
RH ..........Racking Horse
RL ...........Rheinland
SP ...........Shetland Pony
ST ...........Standardbred
SU...........Suffolk
SW ..........Swedish Warmblood
TA ...........Tarpan
TB ...........Thoroughbred
TK ...........Trakehner
TW ..........TN Walking Horse
VW ..........Virginia Warmblood
WF ..........Westfalen
WH..........Wild Horse
WP ..........Welsh Pony
XX ...........Cross bred or Grade

HORSE LEG MARKINGS
When writing descriptions for EIA test charts, or any other forms which require a description of markings, it is good to
use a standard measure for markings. Keep in mind that many animals also exhibit dark spots among the white
markings, but that does not change the name of the marking. Below is a quick reference guide to leg markings.
CORONET. A coronet marking is white along the coronary band. It may also be listed as a
partial coronet with the white only being along a small section of the coronary band. This
marking often times will have dark spots in it. Photo exhibits full coronet marking.
PASTERN. A pastern marking is white that covers the pastern area of a leg. This may slightly
extend up into the ankle area too. Frequently this marking may only be a “partial” in that only a
section of the pastern will have white, yet another area will have the base coat or point color along
the hairline. This is listed as a partial pastern. This marking may too have dark spots within.
Photo exhibits full pastern with extension slightly up into the back of the ankle joint.

ANKLET. The anklet marking is white that
starts in and around the ankle joint. This
marking may also contain dark spots

within.

SOCK. A sock extends slightly
above the ankle joint as high up as
midway up the cannon bone.

STOCKING. A stocking is a white
marking that extends at a minimum
of ¾ of the way up the cannon
bone (taller than a sock) and may
extend into the knee/hock joints.
The stocking may even extend
above the same joint.

